Sundae on a Friday:

Professor Albrecht Wagner, Director of DESY, will speak at a Special SLAC Colloquium on Friday, May 25 at 1:00 pm, Panofsky Auditorium. The title of his talk is, "TESLA, Physics, the Collider and the FEL." According to a reliable source, ice cream sundae fixings will be available afterward.

Physical Review Complete Online:

The American Physical Society has announced that electronic access to the Physical Review from 1893 to the present is essentially complete in their Physical Review Online Archive (PROLA). SPIRES-HEP searchers will now find a link to the full text of any Physical Review article indexed in the High-Energy Physics literature database. The SLAC Library has ensured that SLAC is included in Stanford University's site license for PROLA.

Your Attention and Protection are Needed:

SLAC is one place where the seriously-endangered, but misnamed, San Francisco Garter Snake lives. Please be careful to avoid harming snakes while traveling around the site, especially if you are in a vehicle. By all accounts, this rare and beautiful creature has few options left.

May Means Awards

Visit the Recent Awards and Honors web page to read about honors recently given to Burt Richter and Sid Drell.

Serving, Celebrating, and Commencing

With May going fast, you may want to note these upcoming June opportunities on your calendar:

Wednesday, June 6:  SLAC Blood Drive, 8:00am-3:00pm in the Panofsky Auditorium Lobby (The next drive will be in September, so this is your last chance for the summer.) Sponsored by the Public Affairs Office.
Friday, June 15:  11th Annual Juneteenth Celebration at 3:00 pm in the Picnic Area outside of the Cafeteria sponsored by SLAC and the Black Association of SLAC Employees

Saturday, June 16:  SLAC Tours for Stanford Commencement Attendees sponsored by the Public Affairs Office. Anyone wishing to serve as a SLAC Tour Guide-coaching available! Contact Nina Stolar nina@slac.stanford.edu Stanford's Commencement will take place on campus on June 17th

Quote for the Week:

"We live in a society exquisitely dependent on science and technology, in which hardly anyone knows anything about science and technology." Carl Sagan

"Make No Little Plans..."

...but instead, come learn from the experts. Attend workshops conveniently held at SLAC for first-time home buyers or those wondering how to manage their resources. Sponsored as part of the Stanford University Benefits Office's 2001 Choice Workshops.

Wednesday, May 23:  Training Center, Social Security and Health Care After Retirement (#3) from 12--1:30PM

Tuesday, May 29:  Orange Room, Estate Planning (#2) from 12--1:30 PM

Wednesday, May 30:  Auditorium, Buying Your First Home (#19) from 5:30--7:00 PM

FleaMarket

You can post your classified ad using the SLAC FleaMarket Submission form. You can get to the current ads from the Announcements section on the SLAC Home Page. These pages can be viewed from computers within the SLAC domain.
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QuickNews Available via Email

If you wish to receive the email version of QuickNews in the future, send a message to majordomo@slac.stanford.edu with the message in the body.
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